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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of classifying an individual into one of two categories has been 
considered several times in the statistical literature (for an extensive bibliography, 
the reader is referred to John [S]). The problem may be described as follows. 
Let ni , i = 0, 1,2, denote the three populations. It is known that n0 = n-i 
for exactly one i E (1,2). The problem is to find for which i this is true. In the 
present investigation, we will consider the case when mi’s are multivariate normal, 
i.e., 7~~: IV& , Z), i = 0, 1,2. The problem is, thus, reduced to finding for which 
i E (1,2), p0 = pi . When all the parameters are known and a sample of size n 
is taken from no , Welch [IO] obtained the following likelihood ratio procedure 
(cf. r.1, 4, 91). 
The population n0 is classified into VT~ or 7rz accordingly as 
$‘~-lh - Pa) - HP1 + PJ’~-YPl - ELZ) >( 0, (1.1) 
where go is the sample mean. The two errors of misclassification, eI, (misclas- 
sifying an individual from vI into rr2) and es1 (misclassifying an individual from 
7~~ into nl), are equal and given by 
e,, = es1 = 1 - @(+WD), (1.2) 
where @ denotes the distribution function of a standard normal random variable, 
NP, 11, 
D2 = 6'G'6, and 8 = Pl - El2 * (1.3) 
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If we wish to control the probability of misclassification, q, ( =eB1), at 
some specified level, say, (Y, we can do so by taking a fixed sample of size 
>(4a2/D2) = C*, where a is given by @(a) = 1 - cy. 
The parameters yl , pz, and 2 are, however, seldom known. In the unknown 
parameter case, Wald [9] and Anderson [I] have suggested the use of (1.1) with 
the parameters replaced by their estimates. However, the exact expression for the 
probabilities of misclassification are not yet available. 
In the present investigation we wish to consider the unknown parameter case 
in which the probabilities of misclassification could be controlled at some 
specified level, say, (Y. In order to achieve this latter goal, we will need to proceed 
sequentially since no fixed sample size procedure can meet out requirements. 
Unfortunately, unless S is known, the probabilities of misclassification could be 
controlled in the limit only. When 6 is known, it is shown that by taking an 
additional finite number of observations, say, k, than prescribed by the sequential 
rule, e,, and ear could be controlled at ol; k may depend upon (Y but is independent 
of pFL1 , fan , and Z: It may be noted that the situation of 6 known is not as artificial 
as it may appear. An interesting example is when a known signal level 6 is 
imbeded in additive noise. Here rr, corresponds to “noise” only and 7rz corre- 
sponds to “signal imbeded with noise.” 
2. SEQUENTIAL PROCEDURE 
First we consider the case when 6 is known. Clearly in this case we need to 
sample only from one of the two populations, 7~ and rr, , which without loss of 
generality may be taken to be rr . The sample to be classified is taken from 7r,, . 
Let a be chosen such that @(a) = 1 - a, and let 
?l.qfi, = .f xii, i = 0, 1, 
j=l 
(2-l) 
and 
V, E mS, = i i (Xij - Xin)(Xij - Xi,)‘, m = 2(n - l), (2.2) 
(4 j-1 
where {X,} is a sequence of mutually independent random p-vectors from 
N(p( , Z), i = 0, 1. Then the stopping variable N is defined by 
N = smallest integer n( an,,) such that n > 8a2/6’Si1 8, (2.3) 
where 2n, > p + 2. When sampling is stopped at N = n, classify rrO into rr, 
or us accordingly as 
(Xon - x1, + )s)‘s;1 6 2 0. (2.4) 
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It remains to show that 
lii e12 = & ezl < a. cw 
Letting 
M = 2(N - l), u’ = 6’p/2 3 s,* = pw&p12, (2.6) 
we have 
e12 = P{(N/2)““(X,, - &r)‘SG s < -4(N/2)“” S’S2 s 1 Tl> 
= P{(N/2)“*(& - &.,)‘S$ S/(S’S&%S$ S)l12 
< - (N/s)““(s’s; S)/(S’S~ZS~ sy2 ] 57,) 
= 1 - E@[(N/8)““(s’s-,’ S)/(S’S~z9s-,’ sy21 
< 1 - B@[a(S’S$ S)1’2/(S’S$ESs-,’ S)r’2] from (2.3) 
= 1 - E~[u(ll’s~1uIu’s~-*~)l’2] 
< 1 - E@(d;~,), (2.71 
where AD,M = Ch,&1S, is the minimum characteristic root of z”lSM. 
Hence, (2.5) follows from the dominated convergence theorem [6J. 
In Section 4 we wili show that by taking a finite number of additional 
observations, say, K, more than the stopping rule (2.3), we can actually achieve 
(cf. Simons [7]) 
e12 < 1 - E@[uN-~‘~(N + K)1’2(S’S; S)1’2/(S’S;ZS-,1 S)“2] < a, (2.8) 
where k may depend on a but is independent of ELI, p2, and 2. It may be noted 
that k is used only in improving the estimates of pO , ,.Q , and p2 but not of E 
since no relationship between N and S,,,, exist. This seems to be inherent in 
all the stopping rules of this kind; although not so explicit, the same is true with 
Simons [7]. For the asymptotic result (2.5) we may of course estimate Z by 
S M+2k - 
We will now consider the case when S is also unknown and sampling is carried 
out sequentially from rr2 as well. Let 
lW, = i i (X,, - Xfn)(Xii - X&J’, I = 3(” - l), P-9) 
kcl j=l 
where nX2, = CT=, X, . Then the sampling rule (2.3) becomes 
N = smallest integer n(>n,) such that 11 > ~u~/S,‘W;~S, , (2. IO) 
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where S, = RI, - Xan , When the sampling is stopped at N = n, classify into 
rr, or 7rs accordingly as 
[.xon - *(xl, + X,,)]‘W,-9, 2 0. (2.11) 
We will now show that (2.5) holds here as well. Since xIN + x,, and XIN -X,, 
are stochastically independent, we get 
e12 = P{(2IV/3)““[& - $(X1, + X2N) - @I’ Wl’ SN/(SN’W;lZW;l SN)1’2 
< -(N/6)“2(S’W,-16,)/(6,‘W,-1~Wt1~~)1’2 1 rl> 
= 1 - ZXJ[(N/~)““(S’@‘~~S,)/(S,‘W,~%V,-~S,)~’~], (2.12) 
where L = 3(N - 1). 
Since S, -+ 6 as. as D ---f 0, (2.5) follows as in 6 known case. Unfortunately 
the results of Section 4 cannot be obtained in this case since unlike in (2.3) 
(S,’ W;J’ S,.,/L) is not a monotone function of N (due to S,). 
It may be remarked that it is not necessary to have equal samples from all the 
three populations; we may sample in some ratio, say, 1 : 6, : b, where bl and b, 
are specified. 
Let 
and 
3. PRELIMINARIES FOR SECTION 4 
l-J.. = JyPX.. 23 23 J i = 0, 1, j 1) 2 ,...) = 71, 
Yij = [Vi, + ... + Ui(j-1) - (j - 1) UJ[j(j - l)]‘/“, 
i = 0, 1, j = 2, 3 ,..., n. 
Then Yi2 , Yi3 ,... are i.i.d. N(0, I), and 
(3.1) 
We define m*, M* and m**, M** analogously to m, M (e.g., m* = 2(n* - 1)). 
Let 
SC = z’1/2~,~-1/2, UIM’ = gp1i2s;-~, and u’ = S’.F1’2. (3.2) 
Then as n + 03, u, -+ u a.s. Define two positive integer valued random 
variables N* and N** as follows: 
N* = smallest n* > no such that n* > Cu,!,$$zQu~~u~~, (3.3) 
N** = smallest n** > n, such that n** > Cu’S,$~u/ufu, (3.4) 
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where C = (8as/S’PS). From the definition of N in (2.3), it follows that 
N* < N as., since 
(S’S-, S)” < (S’P s)(s’s&s!3s-,’ 6). 
LEMMA 1. (a) E(N*) < E(N) 9 C + n, . 
(b) E(N*“) < E(NA) < C” + O(G-l) as C - co, (1 = 1,2 ,... . 
(c) E(N**) < C + n, . 
(d) E(N**“) < CA + O(P-l) as C + co, A = 1,2 ,... . 
(e) For 3n, > 2, E(N**) 3 C + O(1) as C -+ co. 
Proof. Since for any normalized (a’a = 1) vector a, (l/a’,S@) 9 a’SM*u, 
the result follows from Simons [7]. It may be noted that (e) is obtained by 
introducing a reverse stopping variable which is shown to be a reverse martingale 
and then showing that the expected value of the difference of this random variable 
and N** is bounded as C + co. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let Yr , Ya ,..., Y, be i.i.d. as N(0, I,). Let 
[C(p, n)]-” = 7T-D’22Dn’2 fi {T[@z + 1 - ;)I r[+(p + 1 - Q]}. 
i=l 
Then the p.d.f. of A&, = Ch,in(xy=l YdYi’) i~givm by 
f  (A&J = C(p, n) A$-s-1)‘2(exp - $A:,,) 
The proof is straightforward. 
COROLLARY 1. 
E(e-““Zsa) < 77’2 fi &Hn + P - 2 + 111 
r[g(n + 1 - i)] r[$(p + 1 - i)] 1 (1 + 2p-"+lva . i=l 
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COROLLARY 2. 
= O((n - p + 1)-l”“). 
LEMMA 3. For 0 < 6 < 1, 
P{N* < SC} = O(W) fm 2n, > p + 2j as C -+ co, j = 1,2,3 ,... . 
Proof. From Lemma 2, it follows that for n finite, 
p{N* = n} < O(C-(2Q-p-1)‘2) as C-+a. (3.5) 
Again from Lemma 2, it follows that 
P(N*=n,n,~nnCCe,O~B<I) 
< p(~;,,~ G 3@1-28)) < o(c-t(2~-9-1)(1-2~)112) as C + co. (3.6) 
(3.5) can be obtained from (3.6) by putting 13 = 0. Next, consider the case when 
C’s < n < SC, 0 < 0, 6 < 1. It follows from Chemoff [3] and Lemma 2 
(Corollary 1) that 
P{N* = n} < P{As,, < C-hn} 
i 
9 
< IT”12 lJ mn + P - 2i + I)] 
i-1 r[idn + 1 - i)l qHp + 1 - i)] 1 
x ( inf (etc-‘““)(l + 2t)--m/2) t&o 
\< O(mp(p-1)14)( :fo etsm( 1 + 2t)--m/2) 
= O(@p'"-1'/4)e-bwm = O(e-am) 
< O(e-a@)cB), 
for n < 6C 
(3.7) 
where a(8) and b(S) are positive constants. Since 
P{N* < K} = “c P{N* = k} +*i P{N* = k), (34 
k=n, CO 
the result follows by choosing 0 = l/l 6. 4 
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LEMMA 4. For 2n, > p + 4, 
E 1 N** - N” ] = O(1). 
Proof. First we note that 
1 N** - N* ) = (N* - N**) + 2(N** - N*)I[p*>N*J, (34 
where Ir, denotes the indicator function of the set A. Hence, from Lemma 1, 
we need only show that 
E{(N** - N*)&,w>N*l} 
= E{(N** - N*Vrw>ivN+.,wc~~ + EW** - N*~*‘>N~>BcI} (3.10) 
is O(I) as C -+ co. Let 4 < 6 < 1. From Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the 
first term on the right side of (3.10) is dominated by 
[E(N** - N*)2P(N* ,< SC)J1/2 = O(1) as C--too, (3.11) 
for& >p -I- 4. 
In order to obtain the upper bound for the second term on the right side of 
(3.10), we need to find the upper bound of 
P{N** - N* = k + 1, N* > SC), k > 0. 
Define two random variables Q, and WP as follows: 
(3.12) 
~=[u~(~A~)du’u]-c-~Y(Y-1) r>n,. (3.13) 
Also, let 
B, = (~‘Z~~A,u/u’u) - (u~‘~~~A~u,&~‘u~), 
where u, and u have been defined in (3.2). Since N*/C --f 1 a.s. as C + co, it 
follows that N*1/8(uN, - U) has a limiting normal distribution, 
Zr42(N* - 1) -+ 1 
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as. and z+,* --f u a.s. Hence, BN* has a limiting distribution of a random variable, 
say 2, with finite moments. Thus, for 4 < 6 = E A- 0 < I, c > ~4, 0 > 0, we 
get 
p{N** - N* = k + 1, N* > W) < P(w,e,, > 0, iv* 3 SC> 
< P&,,, + gk > 4kC-IN”, iv* > SC) 
< P(B,, + Sk > 4k6) 
< P{%!, > 4Ek) + P(& > 4Bk) 
< e-bl + (d/g), 
for some b > 0, d > 0 as C -+ co, see [6]. Consequently, the second term on 
the right side of (3.10) is dominated by O(1) as C + co. 1 
Hence, we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM I. For 2n, > p + 4 
E(N) 3 E(N*) Z C + O(l) as c-+00. 
4. COST OF NOT KNOWING THE COVARIANCE MATRIX: 6 KNOWN 
In this section it will be shown that the cost of not knowing the covariance 
matrix is a finite number of k additional observations than prescribed by the 
stopping rule (2.3). Let e,, denote the probability of misclassifying an individual 
from 9 into rr, . Let + and @ denote, respectively, the density and the distribution 
functions of a standard normal random variable. 
THEOREM 2. For the stopping variable N dejned by (2.3) and 2~2, > p + 4, 
we have for some integer k > 0, 
e,, < 1 - E@[aN-l12(N + k)1/2(uM’S~*uM/uM’u,)1/2] < 01, 
for all pl , pB , and 2, (4.1) 
where Us’ = 6fZ-l/2S&W1, and S* = ~--1/2s~~-1/2. M 
Proof. Since N > N* a.s., we have M 2 M* and 
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Hence, from the stopping rule (2.3) and (3.3) we get for N > no 
c S’V$S S’ V&L, s 
” M6’V&6 
6’ v&, s 
M w-,2 s = ’ ( “*i 2 ) (S’V$-, 6)(M* - 2) 
> [(M* - 2)(N* - 1)/M] 
= (N* - 2)(N* - l)/(N - 1). (4.2) 
Thus, for some arbitrary P, 0 < 19~ < 1, we get from (2.7) 
e,, < 1 - E[@{d’-112(N + k)lj2(N* - 2)N-1}1[~,,ol] 
< 1 - E@{uC-~‘~(N + k)1’2[1 - (N - N* + 2)N-l-j) 
+ @(aC-1’2(no + k)1’2} P{N = no} 
< 1 - E[@{uP’~(N + k)f’2(1 - (N - N* + 2)A7-‘))l[~+~>~*cjj 
+ P(N = no>, (4.3) 
Using Taylor series expansion with remainder term up to the first degree for @ 
about aC-112(N + k)1/2 and noting that q4 obtains its maximum at 0, we get 
e12 < 1 - -W’@{aC-112(N + k)1’2}h+k>sw1 
+ 4(O) aC-1’2E[(N + k)1’2(N - N” + 2) N-lIIN+kZe~C,] + P(N = no) 
< 1 - E[@{QC-~‘~(N + W2)$v+wcll 
+ d(O) uC-~‘~E[(N - N* + 2)(N-1’2 + k1’2N-1)Ir~+k>e~CI] + P(N = no) 
< 1 - E[@{uF’~(N + k)1’2}IrN+k>eacl] 
+ $(O)UC-~‘~E[(N-N*+~)(O(C-~‘~)+ k1’20(C-1’2) + kO(C-1))]+O(C-2) 
< 1 - E[@{aC-1’2(N + W2}h,+k>sw] 
+ O(C-1’2)[k1’20(C-*‘2) + kO(C-I)] + O(C-1). (4.4) 
Let g(x) = @(uC’-~/~X~~~). Expanding g(x) in a Taylor series about x = C with a 
second degree remainder term we get, as in Simons [7] 
@(-a) - e 12 3 O(C-2) k2 + (~$(a)(2C-~) + O(C-2)) k + O(C-l) 
+ kO(C-3/2) + k1/20(C-1) 
> &b(~)(2C-~) + O(C-3~2)}(O(C-1) k2 + k + O(1) + kl’z}. (4.5) 
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Thus, for some large k and for all large C (say, C > C,,), (4.1) holds. We will 
now consider the case when C < C,, . Let lJiz be i.i.d. xe2 r.v. We have for some 
y > 0 (to be chosen later) 
< 1 - E@[uC-~‘~(~, + k)1’2(n, - 2)/&J P(n, < N < yC,), (4.6) 
and for some 6 > 0 
=P{n,<N-1 <yC,-l}=l-P{N-1 =n,-lorN-1 >yC,-1) 
I 
2N-4 
> 1 - P c [U,” - (yC, - 1 - 6)c;r] 3 2S(n, - 2)C,-r 
id I 
> 1 - P 
I 
sup i [U,” - ($0 - 1 - 6)C,-l] > 2S(n, - 2)C,-r . 
I 
(4.7) 
r>o j=l 
Choosing y such that yCo - 1 - 6 > pCo , we get from Lemma 6.4.1 of [2], 
where 
ho = max(h: +(h) < 1}, ,$(A) = E{eh(“ie-(,c,-l-8)c,-1)). (4.9) 
Hence, by a proper choice of S and k > 0, we can have e,, < 01 when C < Co . 
Thus, (4.1) holds for some integer k 3 0. 1 
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